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The scope of the surety Section 2 of AWS QC1:2007, the AWS certification standard for welding inspectors, provides for annotations that can be added to CWI and SCWI certificates. Annotations are defined in AWS QC1 as approval of an additional skill documented in writing and added to the certification
certificate. This confirmation covers four subject areas in three ASME standards: material and design, production, inspection and qualification. The weights of the item for each of these areas comply with the codebook testing requirements expressed in section 7.1 of AWS B5.1, Qualification specification
of welding inspectors. Code Applications Percentage of total number of questions Material and production design inspection qualification 10 30 25 30 Note: Percentages indicate the minimum required for each category in the study. Training requirements No training requirements are required for
sentences from this follow-up exam. Examination requirements Candidates for approval pass a written examination consisting of 55 multiple-choice questions within two hours. Candidates must use ASME B31.1 (Power Piping), ASME B31.3 (Process Piping) and Section IX of the ASME Code to answer
questions. No additives shall be used. Candidates may not use photocopied versions of the standards unless they can provide proof of purchase of the document. Successful candidates must answer 72% of the questions correctly in order to receive this support. Re-testing for this confirmation is
consistent with AWS QC1. The method of expressing support will be updated in the AWS certification profile. You can check your status using the QR code on the back of your CWI wallet card or via the Quikcheck web link. Reference materials necessary ASME Boiler room and pressure vessel Code -
Section IX: Welding and brazing Qualifications - current edition of the exam. ASME B31 Pressure Piping Standards: B31.1, Power Piping B31.3, Process Pipelines. The current exam edition can be found in the Knowledge Content tab below. Eligibility for a pre-certificate or 9-year recertification For new
CWI candidates, this exam may be selected as the required open codebook exam. In the case of existing APr, the successful completion of this approval shall meet the re-examination requirements for recertification of 9 years, provided that approval is undertaken within a direct period of 9 years. Renewal
requirements for this confirmation This confirmation does not have any renewal requirements. It will be automatically renewed each time cwi is renewed or recertification. The confirmation will continue to be listed on the CWI card at the discretion of the individual CWI. Credits for lifelong learning are not
applicable. Comments on special conditions or requirements do not apply. Code &amp; Standard ASME Section IX ⽇นํ: ASME Section Iป ที่ใ ขหขอิ หน่ึที่ถูX This means recording the welding procedure specification (WPS) and the test in the written procedure of the WPS Qualification Test Record (PQR)
for use according to the standard designation range/code designation, which refers to the performance qualification conditions (WPQ), which refers to the requirements of the welder selection test for use according to the standard designation range/code designation. If the contract is a universal agreement
with a standard/code designation as shown above, the contract is terminated. After the WPS&amp;PQR selection tests have been prepared, the extrusion welding must be followed by a standard requirement/code designation. can be done correctly. The Standard/Code does not constitute a breach of
contract. In addition, the work will ensure a safe and long service life. If the relevant persons meet many of the requirements of the Code, the examination of Section IX of the ASME must be examined and trained in conjunction with the standard code-setting standards that the Association will consider -
Joint Design in accordance with the ASME Code - Joint Design in accordance with ANSE B 16.25 2. Guidelines for the welding procedure (WPS) for the preparation of WPS in accordance with ASME B31.3 : 3. Register of procedure qualifications (PQR) : - Criteria for acceptance of tests 4. Welding
qualification (WPQ) : - Criteria for acceptance of tests - Material specification according to ASTM and other standards - Specification of ferrous and non-ferrous materials - Material grouping (P-No.) - Mechanical properties and chemical composition of materials - Cross-comparison of materials between
ASTM and other standards - Specification of filling materials - Mechanical and chemical properties of material filler - F-No and A-No-welding materials - Choice - Carbon filler, low alloys, alloys, alloys, materials Preheating and heating: Specification for preheating and inter-room temperature - Specification
of the heat treatment procedure after welds for pre-treatment and post-welding treatment Lecturer : Welding specialists Qualifications of participants: Welding engineers, welding inspector, welding project manager Super Visor / Welder Design Qualified persons no less than high to recommend
requirements and methods of use. I don't have to pay for the standard, which means I'm not breaking the contract. When the employment contract refers to this section, the benefits are related to: 1. Know the requirements of the welding procedure specification (WPS) correctly. 2. Learn the requirements



for WPS (WPS test written) 3. 4. It is good to know the requirements of the welder test. 5. WpS and PQR test can be handled correctly. 6. The procedure can be saved correctly for the welder selection test. 7. Know the requirements and variable standards, training period: 6 days Piątek, sobota i niedziela
09.00-16.00 Opłata rejestracyjna : Skontaktuj się ze Stowarzyszeniem Spawalniczym i Inspekcyjnym Tajlandii Płatność czekiem : Stowarzyszenie Spawalnicze i Inspekcyjne Tajlandii Numer identyfikacji podatkowej: 099 3 000 18386 0 Aby uzyskać więcej informacji: Stowarzyszenie spawalnicze i
inspekcja Tajlandii Kontakt : Khun Siringapa ทาวสมวงค โทร : 02-9441868, Fax : 02-9443925 ติดตอ : คุณสุพัตตา พฤทธิธ์นาศักดิ ์โทร : 095-5052244, 081-3107164, 086-8419559 The ASME code is the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) standard that regulates the design , development
and construction of boilers and pressure vessels. ASME Section IX specifies the requirements for the qualification of welders and the welding procedure specifications. There is a common misunderstanding that if you follow ASME Code Section IX requirements to qualify and describe your welding
process, you will be fine for the upcoming projects and audits, but this is definitely not true. The basic roadmap through Section IX is to weld a test coupon, record the variables used for the parameters required by the particular process on the PQR, have a successful test and determine the qualification
ranges for your WPS. However, we should be aware that Section IX is not a stand-alone Code so you have to take into consideration the requirements of the specific design as well as the higher ranked Construction Code which is referencing Section IX, for instance Section VIII for Pressure Vessels or
B31.3 for process piping. Some examples are: EXAMPLE 1: Impact Testing – ASME Section VIII, Division 1 para. UG-84(h)(2)(-b) requires that CS materials used for test plates of weld procedures with impact testing must be in the same heat treatment condition as the material welded in production. This
often “forgotten” requirement implies that if you weld normalized material with impact testing as a design criteria and your PQR does not indicate the heat treatment condition of the material used for the test coupon, the welding procedure might be invalid, unless you can prove that you fulfil the paragraph
by backup documentation like Material Test Reports of the base metals used for testing. Learned lesson here is that if impact testing is required, indicate on the PQR the heat treatment condition of base metal used for testing e.g. as-rolled, normalized, etc. Even if you are not sure which Construction
Code you will follow when welding the test coupon in the future. In addition, as Impact Testing makes the welding process more complex (see supplementary essential variables), take special care about the specific material-related acceptance criteria, test temperature, number of test coupons, sizes etc.
And last but not least, make sure the impact test machine is calibrated properly. EXAMPLE 2: Tube-to-Tubesheet weld qualification may be conducted in 2 different ways. The easier way is to have a proper butt joint welded which would cover the set-up of your tube-to-tubesheet design and the applicable
applicable Sometimes the dissimilar qualification of base metal thickness QW-202.4 may apply. Alternatively, section IX of the QW-193 and QW-288 would require welding 10 mock-ups with a similar pipe joint configuration to the pipe used for production. The mock-up will then be cross-sectioned and
examined (e.g. 20x Macro Study!). There is a big difference in time and money, but we should be aware that QW-193 explicitly states that this paragraph will only be applied if required by the relevant section of the Code (this may also be a customer requirement). though).
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